
The Challenge
Management at South West Trains (SWT), owned by Stagecoach Group, knew that it had to take urgent and  

decisive action if it were to retain the valuable passenger franchise for South West London, Surrey, Hampshire,  

Dorset, Devon, Somerset, Berkshire and Wiltshire. 

Shortcomings in its operating performance meant that SWT’s customer satisfaction rating was one of the lowest  

for all train-operating companies in the UK, due in no small way to the severe punctuality challenges it faced.

In addition, it was also suffering from ineffective working relationships in several areas, including several of its own  

internal departments. Perhaps even more important, relations were also felt by SWT senior management to be 

inadequate with certain external organisations too, such as key partners like Network Rail and London Underground.

The situation was being made yet more made difficult by the upcoming need to buy and implement new rolling stock.

South West Trains: overcoming adversity against all odds  
to successfully retain train-operating franchise

The Solution
Thanks to our acknowledged expertise in both 

devising and implementing programmes of strategic 

change, Vector Consultants was appointed to help 

SWT achieve a radical improvement in its customer 

and communications performance. 

Our first act was to carry out an in-depth analytical 

scan of the entire organisation, which gave us the 

precise detail of its current situation. We then used 

the accurate roadmap it gave us to help senior 

management chart the most efficient route between 

the present reality and the desired position.

This provided us with the foundations of an active 

programme of change, whose most significant 

constituent elements included:

• The foundation of action teams within the   
 Customer, Engineering, Operations and HR   
 departments, whose brief was to change   
 existing working practices to align closely  
 with the wider requirements of the franchise

• The roll out of training events for all staff  
 to spread a deep understanding of the  
 customer-first ethos 

• The design and implementation of a new   
 approach to operational decision-making,  
 placing the genuine needs of the customer  
 ahead of internal efficiency targets. 



Results
In a number of important outcomes that are directly attributable to the  

success of the programme, SWT has:

• Lifted its overall ranking among train-operating companies from among  

 the very lowest to the top quartile

• Improved its customer feedback scores by 15%

• Enhanced the punctuality of its services, and sustained this improvement across  

 the entire franchise region

• Revolutionised the quality of its working relationships with London Underground  

 and Network Rail, as well as improving its own inter-department communications.

In a number of further gains, this improved performance also helped to streamline the roll-out of 

new stock, reducing costs and time taken with this initiative. The overall performance improvements 

were so significant, in fact, that in the first year alone the programme’s direct financial benefits were 

four times larger than its total cost.

And in the single most important achievement, SWT successfully retained the franchise.

To find out more about how Vector Consultants can put 
you on track for better business performance, call us on

+44 (0)845 658 6617 
email enquiries@vector-consultants.com

For more company information,  
visit www.vector-consultants.com


